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Protect each resident from all abuse, physical punishment, and being separated from
 others.
**NOTE- TERMS IN BRACKETS HAVE BEEN EDITED TO PROTECT CONFIDENTIALITY**
Complaint # (AR 529) substantiated, all or in part, in these findings.
Based on record review and interview, the facility failed to ensure residents were free from staff to resident physical
 abuse as evidenced by the facility's failures to ensure staff immediately reported an incident of abuse to the
 Administrator/Designee so an investigation could be immediately initiated and protection provided to prevent further
 potential abuse for 1 of 1 (Resident #1) who was cognitively impaired and alleged he was abused by Licensed Practical Nurse
 (LPN #1) This failed practice resulted in Immediate Jeopardy which caused or could have caused serious harm, injury or
 death to Resident #1, who was cognitively impaired and stated that LPN #1 put a towel in his mouth and tape over it; and
 had the potential to affect 21 residents who were cognitively impaired according to a list provided by Director of Nursing
 (DON) on 8/12/15. The facility removed the Immediate Jeopardy prior to the survey entrance date, however, all of the
 underlying deficient practices were not corrected. The Administrator was informed of the Immediate Jeopardy removed on
 8/12/15 at 1:40 p.m.
The findings are:
Resident #1 had [DIAGNOSES REDACTED]. The Quarterly Minimum Data Set with an Assessment Reference Date of 7/27/15
documented
 the resident was severely impaired in cognitive skills for daily decision making per a Staff Assessment for Mental Status
 and required total assistance with all activities of daily living (ADLs}.
a. The care plan with a revised date of 7/31/15 documented, Resident potential for behavioral problems r/t (related to)
 mental [MEDICAL CONDITION] and [MEDICAL CONDITION] AEB (as evidenced by): resident yells out and screams loudly in
relation
 to being in pain or need to have staff to turn and reposition him, resident also screams out loudly when he says that he's
 having a bad dream, and also resident cries when he hurts, need a bowel movement, or just because he wants staff to give
 one on one attention.
b. The DMS (Division for Medical Services)-7734, Incident and Accident Same Day Reporting Form dated 8/5/15 documented, On
 8/5/15 at 10am (10:00 a.m.) Resident (Resident #1) while being taken to shower reported to LPN (LPN #3) that a nurse put a
 towel in his mouth and tape over his mouth. LPN #3 asked Resident if he could show her the nurse and he said yes. LPN #3
 and LPN #4 took resident to nurse's station and ask him if he saw her. He replied yes and nodded to one, (LPN #1). Police
 were called and report filed. Investigation underway. Resident assessed for injuries. LPN #1 will not be allowed on
 premises, and all employees that worked on that hall on 10-6 (10:00 p.m. - 6:00 a.m.) shift have been suspended until
 investigation complete. Employees inserviced on Abuse and Neglect and Reporting.
c. The following witness statements were obtained by the facility's Administration.
A witness statement dated 8/5/15 documented by Certified Nursing Assistant (CNA) #1 (10/6/shift), I, (CNA #1), heard the
 rumor that she (LPN #1) said she gonna put a sock in resident. But I didn't see anything pertaining to that fact. She
 stated that she wish that she had something to put in his mouth and that was all said. In addition to the statement, LPN
 #5, which was also the Assistant Director of Nursing, documented on CNA #1's witness statement, 8/5/15, CNA #1 told me it
 was LPN #2 that told her the rumor.
A 2nd witness statement dated 8/5/15 documented by CNA #1, I, (CNA #1), went to check on (Resident #1) and saw something on
 his face I ask him what was wrong he said he back was hurting put a pillow under back, so I took the white substance off
 and put in trash and did not think of it again.
A witness statement dated 8/5/15 at 11:40 a.m. documented by LPN #2, I have not witnessed any physical abuse toward a
 resident by anyone. We were having a quick smoke and other nurse said 'I felt like putting a sock in his mouth, but I
 didn't.'
A witness statement dated 8/5/15 at 11:00 a.m. documented by CNA #3, I was told Sunday 8/2/15 by (LPN #2) a nurse and CNA
 that a nurse (LPN #1) had put a sock and taped in resident mouth to keep him quiet because he was yelling out. CNA #1
 stated the sock was out his mouth and that she removed the tape off the side of his mouth. She (CNA #1) said she asked
 resident what was on his mouth he said tape that the nurse put on his mouth because he was yelling. I reported it to the
 ADON (Assistant Director of Nursing) what they said happened.
A witness statement dated 8/5/15 at 10:20 a.m. documented by LPN #3, I was assisting (Resident #1) in shower getting dressed
 with another CNA when (Resident #1) stated, 'Momma you know what that nurse did?' I stated, 'What nurse?' He said the nurse
 up front. I said no what happened? Resident went to say she stuffed my mouth with a towel and taped it. I said was the
 nurse still in the building? He stated, 'Yes.' So after resident was dressed and back up to the front I asked (LPN #4) to
 listen to resident and resident story never changed. At that time the nurse (LPN #1) was at the nurse's station when he
 came back from down the hall. I told him I was going to go and talk with the nurse and to let me know if that was the nurse
 he was talking about. I went and spoke with (LPN #1) and looked back at resident he stated, 'Yes, that's her.'
A witness statement dated 8/5/15 at 10:20 a.m. documented by LPN #4, (Resident #1) was pulled to a private room and he
 looked at me and said 'that woman put tape over my mouth.' I said, what woman? Then he said, 'She put a sock in my mouth
 with tape over it.' I said what woman? He said that nurse. I said what color uniform does she wear and he said red. I said
 when was this? He said the other night. The other LPN asked if he could point out the LPN and he said yes. We said is she
 here now? He said yes. So we wheeled the resident to a sitting area that he always sits at and (LPN #1) was at NS (nurse's
 station) along with another LPN. (Resident #1) looked at me and said that's her right there and pointed his head towards
 (LPN #1). At this time, I took (Resident #1) to the dining room to watch TV away from nurse's station.
A witness statement dated 8/5/15 at 10:20 a.m. documented by CNA #4, I was in process of getting (Resident #1) out of shower
 by help of LPN when she asked him what happened to him, he said a nurse put a towel in his mouth and a piece of tape over
 it.
A witness statement dated 8/10/15, (LPN #1) called and spoke with me (Administrator) about when she could come back to work,
 I explained to her that she could not come back into the building and that she could not come back to work. She stated,
 'Are you going to take his word and not mine?' I told her yes I was. I also explained to her that an investigation would be
 done by the Police Dept. (Department). She stated 'I didn't do it, I just said that and I had a piece of tape on my arm and
 it could have gotten on his face.'
A witness statement dated 8/11/15 documented by LPN #5, 8/5/15 - per phone conversation LPN #1 stated she did not put tape
 on (Resident #1's) mouth. She said she told him that out of frustration and would never to such. On 8/6/15 - (LPN #1)
 called once again inquiring on incident and once again stated she knew she was wrong for saying she wanted to put tape on
 his mouth but I was having a bad night. If tape got on his face it was because I was doing a dressing change and tape was
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 stuck on my arm and when I reached across his it must have gotten on him.
d. On 8/11/15 at 3:00 p.m., CNA #1 was asked about her witness statement. She stated, I never seen anything. It was told to
 me. (LPN #2) said that (LPN #1) said she ought to put a sock in his mouth. I didn't really think nothing of it. You know a
 lot of things are said out there. You know I be knowing him (Resident #1) for a long time. (Resident #1's) sister use to go
 with my Dad. He was hollering that night I wanted to see what was wrong with him. I went in and asked him what was wrong
 with him. I seen something on his mouth. I took it off and threw it in the trash. He kept saying my back hurting. So I put
 a pillow behind his back. I didn't see him no more that night. I really didn't think nothing of it. I just got it, threw it
 in trash. I wasn't on that hall that night. I just went in to calm him down. I ask him what's wrong he said my back
 hurting, he didn't say nothing else. It was around 2 a.m., (LPN #1) came in from smoking while at nurse's station she said
 to me what (LPN #1) said about (Resident #1). She said, 'Girl you know she can't be saying that. That's against the law,
 she be thrown in jail for that.' She say she came back from smoking because she didn't want to hear no mo, so she came back
 in. It wasn't till later I saw the white substance. I just lifted it up and threw in trash. I didn't think nothing else
 about until they questioned me. CNA #1 was asked if the white substance was a piece of tape and CNA #1 stated she did not
 know what it was.
e. On 8/11/15 at 3:10 p.m., the Administrator stated, The incident happened on 8/1/15. It was not reported to Administration
 until 8/5/15. I don't know why it took (Resident #1) so long to report. (LPN #1) was off August 3rd and 4th. (CNA #5) was
 taking him to the shower and (LPN #3) was going to help with him. Resident #1 reported to LPN #3 on 8/5/15 that LPN #1 was
 the nurse that did it. LPN #1 was still in facility at 10:30 a.m. on 8/5/15 still charting. Resident stated it was a front
 hall nurse, (that is where LPN #1 routinely worked front hall, North), LPN #3 told LPN #4 to witness that Resident #1
 identified LPN #1, (as the alleged perpetrator). On 8/11/15 at 11:45 p.m., the Administrator was unaware LPN #5 and CNA #3
 had not reported the allegation. On 8/12/15 at 9:30 a.m., the Administrator was asked if the facility implemented a
 monitoring system in place to prevent reoccurrences. The Administrator stated no but we do walking rounds every morning.
 There was no documentation to support a specific monitoring system was in place for the failed practice.
f. On 8/11/15 at 5:00 p.m., LPN #2 stated, I believe I was on lunch break between 2 or 2:30 a.m. I did a quick smoke break.
 (CNA #3) and (LPN #1) were already out in the courtyard. (LPN #1) was talking and saying, 'I just don't know what to do
 about Resident #1)'. (LPN #2) stated on occasions (Resident #1) will holler out all night, so she (LPN #1) feels like
 putting a sock in his mouth.statements like that are made a lot up there (in facility). But something in my spirit, I
 didn't like it. I just couldn't believe she said that. If I had been suspicious of her behavior, I would've immediately
 reported it. You gotta know she's the kind a person that just says stuff. Sometimes say things that don't make sense, not
 aware of the severity of that statement. That's all it was, just popping off. I didn't know anything about it until I was
 called to write a statement.
g. On 8/11/15 at 10: 00 p.m., CNA #3 stated, I heard about it Sunday 8/2/15, I came back to work about 1:00 or 2:00 a.m.,
 coming back from lunch break passing the nurse's station. (LPN #2) said to me, '(CNA #3, CNA #3) let me tell you what your
 nurse did. She (LPN #1) suppose to put a sock in (Resident #1's) mouth to keep him from yelling out. I said you for real?'
 (CNA #1) was at the nurse's station at this time also. (CNA #1) was talking about it, saying she saw something on the side
 of his face, saw it was a piece of tape and pulled it off said the sock was on the bed. (CNA #3) stated it was suppose to
 have happened Saturday (8/1/15). They (LPN #2 and CNA #1) were laughing about it, so I didn't take it seriously, like maybe
 she (LPN #1) didn't really do it. I reported it to (LPN #5) Monday, I texted it her on 8/4/15 at 9:45 p.m., when I was
 coming into work. She (LPN #5) said she would take care of it when she got to work. CNA #3 was asked why she waited till
 the evening of Monday 8/4/15 to finally report it? and CNA #3 stated, I had a lot going on. I really didn't think about any
 more. CNA #3 was asked if she felt it was abuse and she stated, Yes, ma'am. CNA #3 was asked, What have you been told to do
 when something like that happens? She stated, Report it as soon as we see it.
h. On 8/12/15 at 9:24 a.m., LPN #5 was asked about the text CNA #3 sent her regarding the allegation of abuse involving
 Resident #1 and LPN #1. LPN #5 stated, Yes, (CNA #3) did send me a text Monday 8/4/15. I asked her was she sure of the
 allegation. (CNA #3) said (CNA #1) told her she had to take tape off him. I thought (LPN #1) was off that night (8/4/15). I
 didn't have the LPN schedule at home. I thought (LPN #1) was off. The next morning when I went to talk to (Resident #1)
 (LPN #3) needed to talk to me. She stopped me and told me what (Resident #1) had said to her. LPN #5 was asked, Why didn't
 you call the Administrator when you received the text on 8/4/15 from (CNA #3)? LPN #5 stated, Honestly, (as she nodded her
 head no), I'm sorry, I thought the nurse was off. LPN #5 stated she was going to take care of it the next morning. LPN #5
 was asked if she considered it abuse and she stated, Oh, yes.
i. On 8/12/15 at 10:10 a.m., LPN #3 stated, On 8/5/15 it was reported to me. I actually was called to shower by (CNA #4)
 around 9:45 - 10:00 a.m. to help with (Resident #1). (Resident #1) said you know what that nurse did? That nurse up front.
 She put a towel in my mouth and put tape on it. I asked (Resident #1) can you identify the nurse? He said yes. (CNA #4) set
 (Resident #1) at front to nurse's station. (Resident #1's) story never changed. (Resident #1) identified (LPN #1) as the
 nurse who did it to him. I asked (Resident #1) why did he think she did it? He stated because I wouldn't be quiet. I spoke
 with (LPN #5) about it as we were entering the morning meeting. It was actually right after he reported it to me. I told
 (Administrator) about what (Resident #1) said, she immediately started an investigation.
j. According to interviews conducted during the survey, LPN #2 told CNA #1 on 8/1/15 the allegation made by LPN #1. However,
 LPN #2 did not report the allegation. LPN #2 reported the allegation to CNA #3 with CNA #1 present. CNA #3 reported the
 allegation on 8/4/15 at 9:45 p.m. to LPN #5 through a text via cell phone, 3 days later. LPN #5 did not report the
 allegation. Resident #1 reported the allegation to LPN #3 on 8/5/15 at approximately 9:45 a.m. The facility's
 Administration became aware of the allegation on 8/5/15 at 10:00 a.m. approximately 4 days later.
k. The facility failed to provide protection for residents allowing LPN #1 to work the entire 10/6 shift (4 hours) and a
 full shift on 8/4/15.
l. The facility removed the Immediate Jeopardy and reduced the scope/severity to E on 8/5/15 by taking the following
 actions:
1) LPN #1, LPN #2, CNA #1 and CNA #2 were terminated.
2) LPN #5 and CNA #3 were suspended. According to the Administrator
8/12/15 at 10:30 a.m. will be terminated.
3) Staff was inserviced 8/5/15 regarding Abuse and Neglect and reporting allegations of abuse.
4) All residents were interviewed to determine whether they had been subjected to staff to resident abuse.
5) Skin assessments were conducted on all residents who resided in the facility.

F 0225

Level of harm - Immediate
jeopardy

Residents Affected - Some

1) Hire only people with no legal history of abusing, neglecting or mistreating
 residents; or 2) report and investigate any acts or reports of abuse, neglect or
 mistreatment of residents.
**NOTE- TERMS IN BRACKETS HAVE BEEN EDITED TO PROTECT CONFIDENTIALITY**
Complaint # (AR 529) substantiated, all or in part, in these findings.
Based on record review and interview, the facility failed to ensure staff immediately reported an incident of abuse to the
 Administrator/Designee so an investigation could be immediately initiated and protection provided to prevent further
 potential abuse for 1 of 1 (Resident #1) who was cognitively impaired and alleged he was abused by Licensed Practical Nurse
 (LPN #1). This failed practice resulted in Immediate Jeopardy which caused or could have caused serious harm, injury or
 death to Resident #1, who was cognitively impaired and stated that LPN #1 put a towel in his mouth and tape over it; and
 had the potential to affect 21 residents who were cognitively impaired according to a list provided by Director of Nursing
 (DON) on 8/12/15. The facility removed the Immediate Jeopardy prior to the survey entrance date, however, all of the
 underlying deficient practices were not corrected. The Administrator was informed of the Immediate Jeopardy removed on
 8/12/15 at 1:40 p.m.
The findings are:
Resident #1 had [DIAGNOSES REDACTED]. The Quarterly Minimum Data Set with an Assessment Reference Date of 7/27/15
documented
 the resident was severely impaired in cognitive skills for daily decision making per a Staff Assessment for Mental Status
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 and required total assistance with all activities of daily living (ADLs}.
a. The care plan with a revised date of 7/31/15 documented, Resident potential for behavioral problems r/t (related to)
 mental [MEDICAL CONDITION] and [MEDICAL CONDITION] AEB (as evidenced by): resident yells out and screams loudly in
relation
 to being in pain or need to have staff to turn and reposition him, resident also screams out loudly when he says that he's
 having a bad dream, and also resident cries when he hurts, need a bowel movement, or just because he wants staff to give
 one on one attention.
b. The DMS (Division for Medical Services)-7734, Incident and Accident Same Day Reporting Form dated 8/5/15 documented, On
 8/5/15 at 10am (10:00 a.m.) Resident (Resident #1) while being taken to shower reported to LPN (LPN #3) that a nurse put a
 towel in his mouth and tape over his mouth. LPN #3 asked Resident if he could show her the nurse and he said yes. LPN #3
 and LPN #4 took resident to nurse's station and ask him if he saw her. He replied yes and nodded to one, (LPN #1). Police
 were called and report filed. Investigation underway. Resident assessed for injuries. LPN #1 will not be allowed on
 premises, and all employees that worked on that hall on 10-6 (10:00 p.m. - 6:00 a.m.) shift have been suspended until
 investigation complete. Employees inserviced on Abuse and Neglect and Reporting.
c. The following witness statements were obtained by the facility's Administration.
A witness statement dated 8/5/15 documented by Certified Nursing Assistant (CNA) #1 (10/6/shift), I, (CNA #1), heard the
 rumor that she (LPN #1) said she gonna put a sock in resident. But I didn't see anything pertaining to that fact. She
 stated that she wish that she had something to put in his mouth and that was all said. In addition to the statement, LPN
 #5, which was also the Assistant Director of Nursing, documented on CNA #1's witness statement, 8/5/15, CNA #1 told me it
 was LPN #2 that told her the rumor.
A 2nd witness statement dated 8/5/15 documented by CNA #1, I, (CNA #1), went to check on (Resident #1) and saw something on
 his face I ask him what was wrong he said he back was hurting put a pillow under back, so I took the white substance off
 and put in trash and did not think of it again.
A witness statement dated 8/5/15 at 11:40 a.m. documented by LPN #2, I have not witnessed any physical abuse toward a
 resident by anyone. We were having a quick smoke and other nurse said 'I felt like putting a sock in his mouth, but I
 didn't.'
A witness statement dated 8/5/15 at 11:00 a.m. documented by CNA #3, I was told Sunday 8/2/15 by (LPN #2) a nurse and CNA
 that a nurse (LPN #1) had put a sock and taped in resident mouth to keep him quiet because he was yelling out. CNA #1
 stated the sock was out his mouth and that she removed the tape off the side of his mouth. She (CNA #1) said she asked
 resident what was on his mouth he said tape that the nurse put on his mouth because he was yelling. I reported it to the
 ADON (Assistant Director of Nursing) what they said happened.
A witness statement dated 8/5/15 at 10:20 a.m. documented by LPN #3, I was assisting (Resident #1) in shower getting dressed
 with another CNA when (Resident #1) stated, 'Momma you know what that nurse did?' I stated, 'What nurse?' He said the nurse
 up front. I said no what happened? Resident went to say she stuffed my mouth with a towel and taped it. I said was the
 nurse still in the building? He stated, 'Yes.' So after resident was dressed and back up to the front I asked (LPN #4) to
 listen to resident and resident story never changed. At that time the nurse (LPN #1) was at the nurse's station when he
 came back from down the hall. I told him I was going to go and talk with the nurse and to let me know if that was the nurse
 he was talking about. I went and spoke with (LPN #1) and looked back at resident he stated, 'Yes, that's her.'
A witness statement dated 8/5/15 at 10:20 a.m. documented by LPN #4, (Resident #1) was pulled to a private room and he
 looked at me and said 'that woman put tape over my mouth.' I said, what woman? Then he said, 'She put a sock in my mouth
 with tape over it.' I said what woman? He said that nurse. I said what color uniform does she wear and he said red. I said
 when was this? He said the other night. The other LPN asked if he could point out the LPN and he said yes. We said is she
 here now? He said yes. So we wheeled the resident to a sitting area that he always sits at and (LPN #1) was at NS (nurse's
 station) along with another LPN. (Resident #1) looked at me and said that's her right there and pointed his head towards
 (LPN #1). At this time, I took (Resident #1) to the dining room to watch TV away from nurse's station.
A witness statement dated 8/5/15 at 10:20 a.m. documented by CNA #4, I was in process of getting (Resident #1) out of shower
 by help of LPN when she asked him what happened to him, he said a nurse put a towel in his mouth and a piece of tape over
 it.
A witness statement dated 8/10/15, (LPN #1) called and spoke with me (Administrator) about when she could come back to work,
 I explained to her that she could not come back into the building and that she could not come back to work. She stated,
 'Are you going to take his word and not mine?' I told her yes I was. I also explained to her that an investigation would be
 done by the Police Dept. (Department). She stated 'I didn't do it, I just said that and I had a piece of tape on my arm and
 it could have gotten on his face.'
A witness statement dated 8/11/15 documented by LPN #5, 8/5/15 - per phone conversation LPN #1 stated she did not put tape
 on (Resident #1's) mouth. She said she told him that out of frustration and would never to such. On 8/6/15 - (LPN #1)
 called once again inquiring on incident and once again stated she knew she was wrong for saying she wanted to put tape on
 his mouth but I was having a bad night. If tape got on his face it was because I was doing a dressing change and tape was
 stuck on my arm and when I reached across his it must have gotten on him.
d. On 8/11/15 at 3:00 p.m., CNA #1 was asked about her witness statement. She stated, I never seen anything. It was told to
 me. (LPN #2) said that (LPN #1) said she ought to put a sock in his mouth. I didn't really think nothing of it. You know a
 lot of things are said out there. You know I be knowing him (Resident #1) for a long time. (Resident #1's) sister use to go
 with my Dad. He was hollering that night I wanted to see what was wrong with him. I went in and asked him what was wrong
 with him. I seen something on his mouth. I took it off and threw it in the trash. He kept saying my back hurting. So I put
 a pillow behind his back. I didn't see him no more that night. I really didn't think nothing of it. I just got it, threw it
 in trash. I wasn't on that hall that night. I just went in to calm him down. I ask him what's wrong he said my back
 hurting, he didn't say nothing else. It was around 2 a.m., (LPN #1) came in from smoking while at nurse's station she said
 to me what (LPN #1) said about (Resident #1). She said, 'Girl you know she can't be saying that. That's against the law,
 she be thrown in jail for that.' She say she came back from smoking because she didn't want to hear no mo, so she came back
 in. It wasn't till later I saw the white substance. I just lifted it up and threw in trash. I didn't think nothing else
 about until they questioned me. CNA #1 was asked if the white substance was a piece of tape and CNA #1 stated she did not
 know what it was.
e. On 8/11/15 at 3:10 p.m., the Administrator stated, The incident happened on 8/1/15. It was not reported to Administration
 until 8/5/15. I don't know why it took (Resident #1) so long to report. (LPN #1) was off August 3rd and 4th. (CNA #5) was
 taking him to the shower and (LPN #3) was going to help with him. Resident #1 reported to LPN #3 on 8/5/15 that LPN #1 was
 the nurse that did it. LPN #1 was still in facility at 10:30 a.m. on 8/5/15 still charting. Resident stated it was a front
 hall nurse, (that is where LPN #1 routinely worked front hall, North), LPN #3 told LPN #4 to witness that Resident #1
 identified LPN #1, (as the alleged perpetrator). On 8/11/15 at 11:45 p.m., the Administrator was unaware LPN #5 and CNA #3
 had not reported the allegation. On 8/12/15 at 9:30 a.m., the Administrator was asked if the facility implemented a
 monitoring system in place to prevent reoccurrences. The Administrator stated no but we do walking rounds every morning.
 There was no documentation to support a specific monitoring system was in place for the failed practice.
f. On 8/11/15 at 5:00 p.m., LPN #2 stated, I believe I was on lunch break between 2 or 2:30 a.m. I did a quick smoke break.
 (CNA #3) and (LPN #1) were already out in the courtyard. (LPN #1) was talking and saying, 'I just don't know what to do
 about Resident #1)'. (LPN #2) stated on occasions (Resident #1) will holler out all night, so she (LPN #1) feels like
 putting a sock in his mouth.statements like that are made a lot up there (in facility). But something in my spirit, I
 didn't like it. I just couldn't believe she said that. If I had been suspicious of her behavior, I would've immediately
 reported it. You gotta know she's the kind a person that just says stuff. Sometimes say things that don't make sense, not
 aware of the severity of that statement. That's all it was, just popping off. I didn't know anything about it until I was
 called to write a statement.
g. On 8/11/15 at 10: 00 p.m., CNA #3 stated, I heard about it Sunday 8/2/15, I came back to work about 1:00 or 2:00 a.m.,
 coming back from lunch break passing the nurse's station. (LPN #2) said to me, '(CNA #3, CNA #3) let me tell you what your
 nurse did. She (LPN #1) suppose to put a sock in (Resident #1's) mouth to keep him from yelling out. I said you for real?'
 (CNA #1) was at the nurse's station at this time also. (CNA #1) was talking about it, saying she saw something on the side
 of his face, saw it was a piece of tape and pulled it off said the sock was on the bed. (CNA #3) stated it was suppose to
 have happened Saturday (8/1/15). They (LPN #2 and CNA #1) were laughing about it, so I didn't take it seriously, like maybe
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(continued... from page 3)
 she (LPN #1) didn't really do it. I reported it to (LPN #5) Monday, I texted it her on 8/4/15 at 9:45 p.m., when I was
 coming into work. She (LPN #5) said she would take care of it when she got to work. CNA #3 was asked why she waited till
 the evening of Monday 8/4/15 to finally report it? and CNA #3 stated, I had a lot going on. I really didn't think about any
 more. CNA #3 was asked if she felt it was abuse and she stated, Yes, ma'am. CNA #3 was asked, What have you been told to do
 when something like that happens? She stated, Report it as soon as we see it.
h. On 8/12/15 at 9:24 a.m., LPN #5 was asked about the text CNA #3 sent her regarding the allegation of abuse involving
 Resident #1 and LPN #1. LPN #5 stated, Yes, (CNA #3) did send me a text Monday 8/4/15. I asked her was she sure of the
 allegation. (CNA #3) said (CNA #1) told her she had to take tape off him. I thought (LPN #1) was off that night (8/4/15). I
 didn't have the LPN schedule at home. I thought (LPN #1) was off. The next morning when I went to talk to (Resident #1)
 (LPN #3) needed to talk to me. She stopped me and told me what (Resident #1) had said to her. LPN #5 was asked, Why didn't
 you call the Administrator when you received the text on 8/4/15 from (CNA #3)? LPN #5 stated, Honestly, (as she nodded her
 head no), I'm sorry, I thought the nurse was off. LPN #5 stated she was going to take care of it the next morning. LPN #5
 was asked if she considered it abuse and she stated, Oh, yes.
i. On 8/12/15 at 10:10 a.m., LPN #3 stated, On 8/5/15 it was reported to me. I actually was called to shower by (CNA #4)
 around 9:45 - 10:00 a.m. to help with (Resident #1). (Resident #1) said you know what that nurse did? That nurse up front.
 She put a towel in my mouth and put tape on it. I asked (Resident #1) can you identify the nurse? He said yes. (CNA #4) set
 (Resident #1) at front to nurse's station. (Resident #1's) story never changed. (Resident #1) identified (LPN #1) as the
 nurse who did it to him. I asked (Resident #1) why did he think she did it? He stated because I wouldn't be quiet. I spoke
 with (LPN #5) about it as we were entering the morning meeting. It was actually right after he reported it to me. I told
 (Administrator) about what (Resident #1) said, she immediately started an investigation.
j. According to interviews conducted during the survey, LPN #2 told CNA #1 on 8/1/15 the allegation made by LPN #1. However,
 did not report the allegation. LPN #2 reported the allegation to CNA #3 with CNA #1 present. CNA #3 reported the allegation
 on 8/4/15 at 9:45 p.m. to LPN #5 through a text via cell phone, 3 days later. LPN #5 did not report the allegation.
 Resident #1 reported the allegation to LPN #3 on 8/5/15 at approximately 9:45 a.m. The facility's Administration became
 aware of the allegation on 8/5/15 at 10:00 a.m. approximately 4 days later.
k. The facility failed to provide protection for residents allowing LPN #1 to work the entire 10/6 shift (4 hours) and a
 full shift on 8/4/15.

l. The facility removed the Immediate Jeopardy and reduced the scope/severity to E on 8/5/15 by taking the following
 actions:
1) LPN #1, LPN #2, CNA #1 and CNA #2 were terminated.
2) LPN #5 and CNA #3 were suspended. According to the Administrator
8/12/15 at 10:30 a.m. will be terminated.
3) Staff was inserviced 8/5/15 regarding Abuse and Neglect and reporting allegations of abuse.
4) All residents were interviewed to determine whether they had been subjected to staff to resident abuse.
5) Skin assessments were conducted on all residents who resided in the facility.

F 0226

Level of harm - Immediate
jeopardy

Residents Affected - Some

Develop policies that prevent mistreatment, neglect, or abuse of residents or theft of
 resident property.
**NOTE- TERMS IN BRACKETS HAVE BEEN EDITED TO PROTECT CONFIDENTIALITY**
Complaint # (AR 529) substantiated, all or in part, in these findings.
Based on record review and interview, the facility failed to ensure their abuse policy regarding reporting/investigation was
 implemented as evidenced by staff failures to immediately report an incident of suspected abuse to the
 Administrator/Designee so an investigation could be immediately initiated and protection provided to prevent further
 potential abuse for 1 of 1 (Resident #1) who was cognitively impaired and alleged he was abused by Licensed Practical Nurse
 (LPN #1). This failed practice resulted in Immediate Jeopardy which caused or could have caused serious harm, injury or
 death to Resident #1, who was cognitively impaired and stated that LPN #1 put a towel in his mouth and tape over it; and
 had the potential to affect 21 residents who were cognitively impaired according to a list provided by Director of Nursing
 (DON) on 8/12/15. The facility removed the Immediate Jeopardy prior to the survey entrance date, however, all of the
 underlying deficient practices were not corrected. The Administrator was informed of the Immediate Jeopardy removed on
 8/12/15 at 1:40 p.m.
The findings are:
l. The facility's Abuse Policy documented, .Team members, .must report any suspected abuse or incidents of abuse to the
 director of nursing services promptly. In the absence of the director of nursing service such reports may be made to the
 nurse supervisor on duty.If such incidents occur or are discovered after hours, the administrator and director of nursing
 services must be called at home or must be paged and informed of such incident.An immediate investigation will be made and
 a copy of the findings of such investigation will be provided to the administrator within 3 days of the occurrence of such
 incident. When an incident of resident abuse is suspected or determined, such incident must be reported to the facility
 management, regardless of the time lapse since the incident occurred.
2. Resident #1 had [DIAGNOSES REDACTED]. The Quarterly Minimum Data Set with an Assessment Reference Date of 7/27/15
 documented the resident was severely impaired in cognitive skills for daily decision making per a Staff Assessment for
 Mental Status and required total assistance with all activities of daily living (ADLs}.
a. The care plan with a revised date of 7/31/15 documented, Resident potential for behavioral problems r/t (related to)
 mental [MEDICAL CONDITION] and [MEDICAL CONDITION] AEB (as evidenced by): resident yells out and screams loudly in
relation
 to being in pain or need to have staff to turn and reposition him, resident also screams out loudly when he says that he's
 having a bad dream, and also resident cries when he hurts, need a bowel movement, or just because he wants staff to give
 one on one attention.
b. The DMS (Division for Medical Services)-7734, Incident and Accident Same Day Reporting Form dated 8/5/15 documented, On
 8/5/15 at 10am (10:00 a.m.) Resident (Resident #1) while being taken to shower reported to LPN (LPN #3) that a nurse put a
 towel in his mouth and tape over his mouth. LPN #3 asked Resident if he could show her the nurse and he said yes. LPN #3
 and LPN #4 took resident to nurse's station and ask him if he saw her. He replied yes and nodded to one, (LPN #1). Police
 were called and report filed. Investigation underway. Resident assessed for injuries. LPN #1 will not be allowed on
 premises, and all employees that worked on that hall on 10-6 (10:00 p.m. - 6:00 a.m.) shift have been suspended until
 investigation complete. Employees inserviced on Abuse and Neglect and Reporting.
c. The following witness statements were obtained by the facility's Administration.
A witness statement dated 8/5/15 documented by Certified Nursing Assistant (CNA) #1 (10/6/shift), I, (CNA #1), heard the
 rumor that she (LPN #1) said she gonna put a sock in resident. But I didn't see anything pertaining to that fact. She
 stated that she wish that she had something to put in his mouth and that was all said. In addition to the statement, LPN
 #5, which was also the Assistant Director of Nursing, documented on CNA #1's witness statement, 8/5/15, CNA #1 told me it
 was LPN #2 that told her the rumor.
A 2nd witness statement dated 8/5/15 documented by CNA #1, I, (CNA #1), went to check on (Resident #1) and saw something on
 his face I ask him what was wrong he said he back was hurting put a pillow under back, so I took the white substance off
 and put in trash and did not think of it again.
A witness statement dated 8/5/15 at 11:40 a.m. documented by LPN #2, I have not witnessed any physical abuse toward a
 resident by anyone. We were having a quick smoke and other nurse said 'I felt like putting a sock in his mouth, but I
 didn't.'
A witness statement dated 8/5/15 at 11:00 a.m. documented by CNA #3, I was told Sunday 8/2/15 by (LPN #2) a nurse and CNA
 that a nurse (LPN #1) had put a sock and taped in resident mouth to keep him quiet because he was yelling out. CNA #1
 stated the sock was out his mouth and that she removed the tape off the side of his mouth. She (CNA #1) said she asked
 resident what was on his mouth he said tape that the nurse put on his mouth because he was yelling. I reported it to the
 ADON (Assistant Director of Nursing) what they said happened.
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A witness statement dated 8/5/15 at 10:20 a.m. documented by LPN #3, I was assisting (Resident #1) in shower getting dressed
 with another CNA when (Resident #1) stated, 'Momma you know what that nurse did?' I stated, 'What nurse?' He said the nurse
 up front. I said no what happened? Resident went to say she stuffed my mouth with a towel and taped it. I said was the
 nurse still in the building? He stated, 'Yes.' So after resident was dressed and back up to the front I asked (LPN #4) to
 listen to resident and resident story never changed. At that time the nurse (LPN #1) was at the nurse's station when he
 came back from down the hall. I told him I was going to go and talk with the nurse and to let me know if that was the nurse
 he was talking about. I went and spoke with (LPN #1) and looked back at resident he stated, 'Yes, that's her.'
A witness statement dated 8/5/15 at 10:20 a.m. documented by LPN #4, (Resident #1) was pulled to a private room and he
 looked at me and said 'that woman put tape over my mouth.' I said, what woman? Then he said, 'She put a sock in my mouth
 with tape over it.' I said what woman? He said that nurse. I said what color uniform does she wear and he said red. I said
 when was this? He said the other night. The other LPN asked if he could point out the LPN and he said yes. We said is she
 here now? He said yes. So we wheeled the resident to a sitting area that he always sits at and (LPN #1) was at NS (nurse's
 station) along with another LPN. (Resident #1) looked at me and said that's her right there and pointed his head towards
 (LPN #1). At this time, I took (Resident #1) to the dining room to watch TV away from nurse's station.
A witness statement dated 8/5/15 at 10:20 a.m. documented by CNA #4, I was in process of getting (Resident #1) out of shower
 by help of LPN when she asked him what happened to him, he said a nurse put a towel in his mouth and a piece of tape over
 it.
A witness statement dated 8/10/15, (LPN #1) called and spoke with me (Administrator) about when she could come back to work,
 I explained to her that she could not come back into the building and that she could not come back to work. She stated,
 'Are you going to take his word and not mine?' I told her yes I was. I also explained to her that an investigation would be
 done by the Police Dept. (Department). She stated 'I didn't do it, I just said that and I had a piece of tape on my arm and
 it could have gotten on his face.'
A witness statement dated 8/11/15 documented by LPN #5, 8/5/15 - per phone conversation LPN #1 stated she did not put tape
 on (Resident #1's) mouth. She said she told him that out of frustration and would never to such. On 8/6/15 - (LPN #1)
 called once again inquiring on incident and once again stated she knew she was wrong for saying she wanted to put tape on
 his mouth but I was having a bad night. If tape got on his face it was because I was doing a dressing change and tape was
 stuck on my arm and when I reached across his it must have gotten on him.
d. On 8/11/15 at 3:00 p.m., CNA #1 was asked about her witness statement. She stated, I never seen anything. It was told to
 me. (LPN #2) said that (LPN #1) said she ought to put a sock in his mouth. I didn't really think nothing of it. You know a
 lot of things are said out there. You know I be knowing him (Resident #1) for a long time. (Resident #1's) sister use to go
 with my Dad. He was hollering that night I wanted to see what was wrong with him. I went in and asked him what was wrong
 with him. I seen something on his mouth. I took it off and threw it in the trash. He kept saying my back hurting. So I put
 a pillow behind his back. I didn't see him no more that night. I really didn't think nothing of it. I just got it, threw it
 in trash. I wasn't on that hall that night. I just went in to calm him down. I ask him what's wrong he said my back
 hurting, he didn't say nothing else. It was around 2 a.m., (LPN #1) came in from smoking while at nurse's station she said
 to me what (LPN #1) said about (Resident #1). She said, 'Girl you know she can't be saying that. That's against the law,
 she be thrown in jail for that.' She say she came back from smoking because she didn't want to hear no mo, so she came back
 in. It wasn't till later I saw the white substance. I just lifted it up and threw in trash. I didn't think nothing else
 about until they questioned me. CNA #1 was asked if the white substance was a piece of tape and CNA #1 stated she did not
 know what it was.
e. On 8/11/15 at 3:10 p.m., the Administrator stated, The incident happened on 8/1/15. It was not reported to Administration
 until 8/5/15. I don't know why it took (Resident #1) so long to report. (LPN #1) was off August 3rd and 4th. (CNA #5) was
 taking him to the shower and (LPN #3) was going to help with him. Resident #1 reported to LPN #3 on 8/5/15 that LPN #1 was
 the nurse that did it. LPN #1 was still in facility at 10:30 a.m. on 8/5/15 still charting. Resident stated it was a front
 hall nurse, (that is where LPN #1 routinely worked front hall, North), LPN #3 told LPN #4 to witness that Resident #1
 identified LPN #1, (as the alleged perpetrator). On 8/11/15 at 11:45 p.m., the Administrator was unaware LPN #5 and CNA #3
 had not reported the allegation. On 8/12/15 at 9:30 a.m., the Administrator was asked if the facility implemented a
 monitoring system in place to prevent reoccurrences. The Administrator stated no but we do walking rounds every morning.
 There was no documentation to support a specific monitoring system was in place for the failed practice.
f. On 8/11/15 at 5:00 p.m., LPN #2 stated, I believe I was on lunch break between 2 or 2:30 a.m. I did a quick smoke break.
 (CNA #3) and (LPN #1) were already out in the courtyard. (LPN #1) was talking and saying, 'I just don't know what to do
 about Resident #1)'. (LPN #2) stated on occasions (Resident #1) will holler out all night, so she (LPN #1) feels like
 putting a sock in his mouth.statements like that are made a lot up there (in facility). But something in my spirit, I
 didn't like it. I just couldn't believe she said that. If I had been suspicious of her behavior, I would've immediately
 reported it. You gotta know she's the kind a person that just says stuff. Sometimes say things that don't make sense, not
 aware of the severity of that statement. That's all it was, just popping off. I didn't know anything about it until I was
 called to write a statement.
g. On 8/11/15 at 10: 00 p.m., CNA #3 stated, I heard about it Sunday 8/2/15, I came back to work about 1:00 or 2:00 a.m.,
 coming back from lunch break passing the nurse's station. (LPN #2) said to me, '(CNA #3, CNA #3) let me tell you what your
 nurse did. She (LPN #1) suppose to put a sock in (Resident #1's) mouth to keep him from yelling out. I said you for real?'
 (CNA #1) was at the nurse's station at this time also. (CNA #1) was talking about it, saying she saw something on the side
 of his face, saw it was a piece of tape and pulled it off said the sock was on the bed. (CNA #3) stated it was suppose to
 have happened Saturday (8/1/15). They (LPN #2 and CNA #1) were laughing about it, so I didn't take it seriously, like maybe
 she (LPN #1) didn't really do it. I reported it to (LPN #5) Monday, I texted it her on 8/4/15 at 9:45 p.m., when I was
 coming into work. She (LPN #5) said she would take care of it when she got to work. CNA #3 was asked why she waited till
 the evening of Monday 8/4/15 to finally report it? and CNA #3 stated, I had a lot going on. I really didn't think about any
 more. CNA #3 was asked if she felt it was abuse and she stated, Yes, ma'am. CNA #3 was asked, What have you been told to do
 when something like that happens? She stated, Report it as soon as we see it.
h. On 8/12/15 at 9:24 a.m., LPN #5 was asked about the text CNA #3 sent her regarding the allegation of abuse involving
 Resident #1 and LPN #1. LPN #5 stated, Yes, (CNA #3) did send me a text Monday 8/4/15. I asked her was she sure of the
 allegation. (CNA #3) said (CNA #1) told her she had to take tape off him. I thought (LPN #1) was off that night (8/4/15). I
 didn't have the LPN schedule at home. I thought (LPN #1) was off. The next morning when I went to talk to (Resident #1)
 (LPN #3) needed to talk to me. She stopped me and told me what (Resident #1) had said to her. LPN #5 was asked, Why didn't
 you call the Administrator when you received the text on 8/4/15 from (CNA #3)? LPN #5 stated, Honestly, (as she nodded her
 head no), I'm sorry, I thought the nurse was off. LPN #5 stated she was going to take care of it the next morning. LPN #5
 was asked if she considered it abuse and she stated, Oh, yes.
i. On 8/12/15 at 10:10 a.m., LPN #3 stated, On 8/5/15 it was reported to me. I actually was called to shower by (CNA #4)
 around 9:45 - 10:00 a.m. to help with (Resident #1). (Resident #1) said you know what that nurse did? That nurse up front.
 She put a towel in my mouth and put tape on it. I asked (Resident #1) can you identify the nurse? He said yes. (CNA #4) set
 (Resident #1) at front to nurse's station. (Resident #1's) story never changed. (Resident #1) identified (LPN #1) as the
 nurse who did it to him. I asked (Resident #1) why did he think she did it? He stated because I wouldn't be quiet. I spoke
 with (LPN #5) about it as we were entering the morning meeting. It was actually right after he reported it to me. I told
 (Administrator) about what (Resident #1) said, she immediately started an investigation.
j. According to interviews conducted during the survey, LPN #2 told CNA #1 on 8/1/15 the allegation made by LPN #1. However,
 did not report the allegation. LPN #2 reported the allegation to CNA #3 with CNA #1 present. CNA #3 reported the allegation
 on 8/4/15 at 9:45 p.m. to LPN #5 through a text via cell phone, 3 days later. LPN #5 did not report the allegation.
 Resident #1 reported the allegation to LPN #3 on 8/5/15 at approximately 9:45 a.m. The facility's Administration became
 aware of the allegation on 8/5/15 at 10:00 a.m. approximately 4 days later.
k. The facility failed to provide protection for residents allowing LPN #1 to work the entire 10/6 shift (4 hours) and a
 full shift on 8/4/15.
l. The facility removed the Immediate Jeopardy and reduced the scope/severity to E on 8/5/15 by taking the following
 actions:
1) LPN #1, LPN #2, CNA #1 and CNA #2 were terminated.
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Level of harm - Immediate
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(continued... from page 5)
2) LPN #5 and CNA #3 were suspended. According to the Administrator
8/12/15 at 10:30 a.m. will be terminated.
3) Staff was inserviced 8/5/15 regarding Abuse and Neglect and reporting allegations of abuse.
4) All residents were interviewed to determine whether they had been subjected to staff to resident abuse.
5) Skin assessments were conducted on all residents who resided in the facility.

F 0318

Level of harm - Minimal
harm or potential for actual
harm

Residents Affected - Few

Make sure that residents with reduced range of motion get propertreatment and services to
 increase range of motion.
**NOTE- TERMS IN BRACKETS HAVE BEEN EDITED TO PROTECT CONFIDENTIALITY**
Complaint # (AR 529) substantiated, all or in part, in these findings.
Based on record review and interview, the facility failed to ensure restorative services were provided as ordered for 1
 (Resident #4) of 3 (Residents #3, #4, and #5) case mix residents who had physician ordered restorative services. This
 failed practice had the potential to affect 15 residents who had physician ordered restorative services according to a list
 provided by the Restorative Nurse Aide on 8/12/15. The findings are:
Resident #4 had [DIAGNOSES REDACTED]. The Annual Minimum Data Set with an Assessment Reference Date of 7/30/15
documented
 the resident was moderately impaired in cognitive skills for daily decision making per a Staff Assessment for Mental
 Status, was totally dependent on staff for bed mobility, and had lower extremity range of motion impairment on both sides.
a. A Physician order [REDACTED].
b. The Plan of Care dated 8/5/15 documented in the Problem section, 10/2/14 - Resident requires total staff care for all
 ADLs (activities of daily living) related to dementia. The Approach section documented, 4/28/15 - Restorative therapy to
 perform PROM to resident BLE 5 x week as tolerated.
c. The August 2015 restorative care sheet documented, 7-3 (7:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.)Restorative aide to perform PROM to BLE 5 x
 week as tolerated (Monday thru Friday). According to the sheet, the sections for 8/3/15, 8/5/15 and 8/6/15 were blank,
 indicating the service was not provided.
d. On 8/12/15 at 9:50 a.m., the Restorative Nursing Assistant (RNA) provided the restorative care sheet for Resident #4. She
 was asked if Resident #4 had received his prescribed restorative services. She stated, If there are blanks, that means I
 was pulled to the floor and it wasn't done.
e. On 8/12/15 at 12:15 p.m., the Administrator was asked if she was aware that ordered restorative services were not being
 provided when the Restorative aide was pulled to the floor to work. She stated, No, I wasn't aware of that.
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